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About BarTender 2021 Preview 2
With BarTender® software by Seagull Scientific, organizations around the world can improve safety, 
security, efficiency, and compliance by creating and automating the printing of labels, barcodes, RFID 
tags, plastic cards, and more. Thousands of companies in manufacturing, chemicals, health care, food and 
beverage, aerospace, pharmaceuticals, supply chain/logistics, and other industries trust BarTender with 
the labeling and marking processes that keep their businesses running.

BarTender 2021 Preview 2 continues to build on the Preview 1 enhancements that included a new 
redesigned Print Portal and improvements in document templates and data entry forms, database 
connections and print management. This document describes the most significant features that were 
added or improved in BarTender 2021 Preview 2.

Improvements in the BarTender Suite were made in response to customer feedback and requests and can 
be found in many areas of the software

WHAT’S NEW: BARTENDER 2021, PREVIEW 2

Download BarTender 2021 Preview 2 at  
www.SeagullScientific.com/support/preview-2

For a complete list of customer-requested features and issues that have 
been fixed with the release of BarTender 2021 Preview 2, please visit  
support.SeagullScientific.com/hc/en-us/community/
posts/360049285734-BarTender-2021-Preview-2-Release-Notes

http://www.seagullscientific.com
http://www.SeagullScientific.com/support/preview-2
http://support.SeagullScientific.com/hc/en-us/community/posts/360049285734-BarTender-2021-Preview-2-Release-Notes
http://support.SeagullScientific.com/hc/en-us/community/posts/360049285734-BarTender-2021-Preview-2-Release-Notes
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New and improved features
BarTender 2021 Preview 2 introduces a redesigned Librarian workflows solution with a drag and drop 
object-based graphical user interface that also includes additional Print Portal integration and a centralized 
location for managing workflow notification email server configurations. The preview also includes API 
support for the new workflows solution, a new Print Portal REST API, improved business continuity 
and disaster recovery support, and more new and improved features to help you create your document 
templates and data entry forms and connect to databases.

NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER

Librarian Workflow Designer
By using the new Workflow Designer, you can create comprehensive labeling life cycle workflow processes 
for the BarTender documents and files that you save to Librarian. Its drag and drop visual user interface makes 
it easy to create workflows that specify the states that a document can be in, such as “Design,” “Review,” or 
“Production” (as represented on the design canvas by state objects) and that specify how a document moves 
from one state to another (as represented by transition objects). You can name these states and transitions 
anything that you want. Multiple workflows can be created and saved to support all of your workflow processes 
across your organization.

• When you create a workflow that assigns states and transitions to files, you can do the following:

• Create representations of the life cycle for all of your files.

• Track the status of files from start to finish.

• Send notifications to particular users and groups when a file changes state or goes through a transition.

• Limit the users whom you want to have access to the file at each stage in its life cycle (for example, you 
might want to specify that only members of your design team can edit the file while it is in the Design state).

• Create branches at decision points. For example, when you include an Approval state object in the 
workflow for a Review state, a reviewer can either approve the file and move it to the Production state 
or reject the file and automatically send it back to the Design state together with an email notification 
to the designers that informs them that the file was rejected.

For more information about Librarian workflows, including a detailed tutorial 
describing how to create a workflow, see Understanding Librarian Workflows. 

www.SeagullScientific.com/media/2081/understanding_librarian_workflows.pdf

http://www.seagullscientific.com
http://www.SeagullScientific.com/media/2081/understanding_librarian_workflows.pdf
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CREATING WORKFLOWS BY USING THE WORKFLOW DESIGNER 

Creating workflows by using the Workflow Designer
To access the Workflow Designer to create and manage your workflows, use the new Librarian Setup1 page in 
Administration Console. On the Librarian Setup page, click New Workflow2 in the Workflows area, as shown.

1

2

When you click New Workflow, you can choose to create your workflow from scratch by selecting the blank 
template, or you can select one of the preconfigured templates as your starting point.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CREATING WORKFLOWS BY USING THE WORKFLOW DESIGNER 

After you select the template that you want, the Workflow Designer opens. The Workflow Designer interface 
includes the following components:

• A ribbon that has tabs that display objects that you can add to your workflow and options that you can 
use to create and manage your workflows

• A design canvas that you use to lay out the workflow objects that you want

• A properties pane that displays the properties of the currently selected object so that you can configure them

You can add state and approval state objects to the design, which define the different states that the document 
can be in, and add transition objects, which define how the document progresses through the state objects.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » ASSIGNING PERMISSIONS TO WORKFLOW OBJECTS

Assigning permissions to workflow objects
You can add user and group permissions for each state and transition object by using the Permissions tab 
in the properties pane on the right side of the Workflow Designer, as follows:

• For state and approval state objects, you can specify the users to whom you want to allow or deny 
permissions to move the file into and out of the selected state.

• For transition objects, you can specify the users to whom you want to allow or deny permissions to run 
the transition to move the file to the next state.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CONFIGURING EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS FOR WORKFLOW OBJECTS

Configuring email notifications for workflow objects
You can configure email notifications for each state and transition object by using the Notifications tab in 
the properties pane on the right side of the Workflow Designer.

The state, approval state, and transition objects each have their own criteria for when the email 
notification is sent, as shown.

In each case, when you select the option to send an email notification, click Setup to open a Notification 
dialog that you can use to design the email that you want to be sent.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CONFIGURING EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS FOR WORKFLOW OBJECTS

For example, the previous email notification design would send an email notification that has a message 
body that resembles the following.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CONFIGURING EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS FOR WORKFLOW OBJECTS

You can also use the Notification dialog to access the Configure Email Servers dialog so that you can 
configure the email server to use for the notification. To do this, click Configure in the Notification dialog.

In the Configure Email Servers4  dialog, configure the email server that you want or select a previously 
configured email server. Previously configured email servers are displayed in the Email Servers list.

3

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » VALIDATING THE WORKFLOW

Validating the workflow
After you configure your workflow, click Validate Workflow4 to instruct the Workflow Designer to verify 
that the workflow design is valid.

4

If there are errors, a message is displayed that 
describes the errors so that you can fix them. 
A typical error message appears as follows. 
In this example, the workflow is missing a 
transition object between two state objects.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN WORKFLOW DESIGNER » CONFIGURING WORKFLOW RULES

Configuring workflow rules
After you validate and save your workflow, you must specify the folders, files, and/or file types that you 
want to apply the workflow to or that you want to exclude from the workflow. You do this by creating 
workflow rules in the New Rule5 dialog.

5

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » INTEGRATION BUILDER IMPROVEMENTS

Assigning Workflow Designer permissions in Administration Console
The User Permissions page6 in Administration Console has new permissions that you can specify 
for users and groups for the tasks that are associated with the Workflow Designer. By using these 
permissions, you can allow or deny users or groups permissions to add, modify, and remove workflows 
and workflow rules7.

6

7

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » PRINT PORTAL INTEGRATION WITH LIBRARIAN WORKFLOWS

Print Portal integration with Librarian workflows
BarTender 2021 Preview 2 expands Print Portal integration with Librarian by facilitating online document review 
and approval processes that are integrated with email notifications. After you install Print Portal, you can add 
Print Portal to the Librarian workflows configuration on the Librarian Setup page in Administration Console by 
specifying the Print Portal URL, as follows.

Subsequently, you can add email notifications to your workflows to send email messages to your specified users 
and groups that include a Review and Approve button. When your reviewers click this button, the BarTender 
document opens in Print Portal, where they can view the document and then reject or approve it.

When your reviewers select Reject or Approve 
and then click Submit, the workflow that is applied 
to the document moves the document to the state 
that you configured in the workflow for the Reject 
or Approve transition.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » LIBRARIAN UPDATES

Librarian updates
If you are upgrading to BarTender 2021 Preview 2 from a previous BarTender version, workflow design 
functionality is moved from the Librarian application to Administration Console. When you click Workflow & 
Rules Setup8 on the Librarian Administer menu, Administration Console opens to the Librarian Setup page, 
where you can create and manage your workflows.

BarTender 2021 Preview 2 adds two new nodes to the Folders pane: Waiting for My Approval9 and 
Checked Out to Me. When the user clicks Waiting for My Approval, the Files10 pane displays the files that 
are currently designated in a workflow as needing that user’s review. When the user clicks Checked Out to 
Me, the Files pane displays the files that are currently checked out to that user.

Two new panes are also added in the Librarian user interface: the Details11 pane and the Preview11 pane. The 
Details pane displays information about the version of the document that is selected in the File History pane.

The Preview pane displays a preview image of the version of the document that is selected in the File History pane.

8

9

11

10

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES »  » LIBRARIAN UPDATES

Another new feature is the ability to move a file from one state to another in its workflow. You can do 
this from several locations in the Librarian user interface, as follows:

• Select a file in the File pane, point to Transition on the File menu, and then click the next step in 
the workflow.

• Right-click a file in the Files pane, point to Transition, and then click the next step in the workflow.12

• Right-click a file revision in the File History pane, point to Transition, and then click the next step in 
the workflow.

• In the Details pane, locate the Transitions option under Workflow Information, and then click the 
link for the next step in the workflow.

Support for legacy workflows
If you are upgrading to BarTender 2021 Preview 2 from a previous BarTender version and you have 
existing workflows, the BarTender upgrade process retains those workflows. After the upgrade process 
is completed, you can open the Librarian Setup page in Administration Console, select the existing 
workflow that you want, and then open it for modification by using the Workflow Designer.

12

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » EXPANDED API SUPPORT FOR LIBRARIAN WORKFLOWS AND PRINT PORTAL AUTOMATION

Expanded API support for Librarian workflows and 
Print Portal automation
The Librarian API in the BarTender .NET SDK has been expanded to support the new workflows solution. In 
addition, a new Print Portal public REST API is now available to support Print Portal automation.

Librarian API updates
Library Class: This is an existing class. 

• New property and methods:
• CheckedOutFiles property
• GetWorkflow method (String)
• GetWorkflow method (LibrarianFile)
• GetWorkflow method (LibrarianRevision)

• Deprecated property:
• Workflow: We recommend that you update your code to call a new GetWorkflow method.

LibrarianFile Class: This is an existing class. 
• New methods:

• TransitionWorkflow method (String, String)
• TransitionWorkflow method (WorkflowTransition, String)

• Deprecated method: 
• ChangeWorkflowState: We recommend that you update your code to call a new 

TransitionWorkflow method.
LibrarianRevision Class: This is an existing class. 

• New properties and methods:
• AvailableWorkflowTransitions property
• RevisionWorkflowState property
• TransitionWorkflow method (String, String)
• TransitionWorkflow method (WorkflowTransition, String)

• Deprecated method:
• ChangeWorkflowState: We recommend that you update your code to call a new 

TransitionWorkflow method.
LibrarianWorkflow Class: This is an existing class.

• New properties:
• DenyAll property
• Name property
• RevisionNumber property

LibrarianWorkflow Class: This is a new class. 
ApproveTransition Class: This is a new class. 
RejectTransition Class: This is a new class. 
WorkflowTransitionCollection Class: This is a new class.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » EXPANDED API SUPPORT... » PRINT PORTAL PUBLIC REST API

Print Portal public REST API
The Print Portal public REST API is available for your Print Portal automation needs. After you install Print 
Portal, you can access the API reference and examples by using the Print Portal Swagger user interface.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » IMPROVED BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY SUPPORT

Improved business continuity and disaster 
recovery support
BarTender 2021 Preview 2 supports new licensing server redundancy configurations to ensure uninterrupted 
print production.

Licensing server redundancy
BarTender 2021 Preview 2 includes a licensing server redundancy solution that provides automatic failover to 
keep your print production environment running seamlessly in the event that one licensing server fails.

You can configure redundancy by setting up licensing servers in a backup relationship that uses two servers or in 
a triad relationship that uses three. Then, if the BarTender client cannot reach the main or primary server for any 
reason, the client automatically connects instead to the other servers in the relationship.

• Backup relationship: In a backup relationship, you configure a main licensing server and a backup 
licensing server. These servers host different licenses but share the same settings. The data is 
periodically synchronized between the main server and its backup server so that the backup server 
can take over the responsibility of the main server when needed.

• Triad relationship: In a triad relationship, you configure three licensing servers to act as primary, 
secondary, and tertiary servers. These servers host the same licenses and share the same settings, 
so they behave like a single server.

For more information about the backup and triad redundancy 
relationships, refer to the License Server Redundancy document

www.SeagullScientific.com/media/2093/license_server_redundancy.pdf

http://www.seagullscientific.com
http://www.seagullscientific.com/media/2093/license_server_redundancy.pdf
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » IMPROVED BUSINESS CONTINUITY... » LICENSING SERVER REDUNDANCY

You manage server redundancy on the Redundancy13 page in Administration Console.

Click Setup Server 
Redundancy14 to open the 
Redundancy Setup wizard, 
which you can use to configure 
either a backup or triad 
relationship.

Automated restart of monitored databases
Improvements are made in the performance of Database integrations in Integration Builder. The Database 
integration will now restart itself automatically in instances when the integration stops after the monitored 
database becomes temporarily unavailable due to database maintenance or a lapse in network connectivity. This 
eliminates the need for you to manually restart the integration after this happens.

14

13

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » EXPANDED DATABASE SUPPORT WITH QUICKBOOKS ONLINE

Expanded database support with  
QuickBooks Online
BarTender 2021 Preview 2 adds QuickBooks Online to its wide range of relational database systems and data 
file types that you can use to import data into your BarTender documents. Now you can select QuickBooks 
Online15 when you open the Database Setup wizard, and the wizard will walk you through connecting to your 
QuickBooks Online account.

15

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » SUPPORT FOR GS1 VERSION 20 SPECIFICATION

Support for GS1 version 20 specification
The GS1 Application Identifiers (AIs) are updated to the GS1 version 20 specification, updating AI 00, AI 242, AI 
250, AI 330, AI 335, AI 336, AI 340, AI 362, AI 363, AI 367, AI 368, AI 369, AI 400, AI 421, AI 427, AI 7001, AI 7002, 
AI 7030, AI 7039 , AI 8003, AI 8005, AI 800, AI 8009, AI 8200, AI 90-99.

BarTender Designer Improvements
Additional improvements are made to BarTender Designer, including the following.

Image support in dynamic embedded tables
The object in each cell of a dynamic table object can be static or can reference one or more field values. Now, 
even data-sourced pictures can be based on the field values in the table data records, as shown in the following 
template design and print preview of the document.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » BARTENDER DESIGNER IMPROVEMENTS » AUTOMATION SUPPORT...

Automation support for changing the data source of table objects
Improvements are made to enable automation to set record data (such as CSV and XML) to the data source of 
table objects that are connected to a database.

BTXML changes

To change the data source of a database-bound table object, you must use the Name attribute of the 
<RecordSet> tag to specify the name of the database connection. Unlike document-level database connections, 
the Name attribute is not optional for table object database connections.

Table object database changes are temporary and are reverted after printing.

Integration Platform changes

The Print Document16 action, which you can configure in BarTender Designer, Integration Builder, and Process 
Builder, is updated. In the Database Overrides17 section on the Print Options tab, you can now specify the 
name of the database that you want to override.

16

17

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » IMPROVED ENCRYPTION KEY MANAGEMENT

Improved encryption key management
Improvements in encryption key management include the ability to name18 your encryption keys, which 
improves security and helps you identify the key that you want when you have many keys.

You can subsequently view the encryption key and view or edit the comments for a key. To do this, click 
the key that you want in the list, and then click Properties19 to open the Document Encryption Key 
dialog20 for the selected key.

18

2019

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES » IMPROVED ENCRYPTION KEY MANAGEMENT

Improved While Loop action
The properties for the While Loop action are now better defined by using two properties tabs.

The Action tab is added and includes the conditions that determine when the While Loop action is started. 
These properties were previously located on the While Loop tab.

The While Loop tab is updated to include only the conditions that determine how long the action will 
continue to loop and run the sub-actions that it contains.

http://www.seagullscientific.com
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